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A NOTE ON MR. RUDYARD KIPLING'S POETRY.

1

1ll1HEN we make a new friend, who is also a real friend,
W his influence seems at once to spread itself over the

I whole of our experience: he is ever thrown back by
our fancy into the past: it seems impossible that there was
ever a time when he did not share in our interests, and com
mand our sympathies. Something after this fashion, it
seems difficult to me to remember that, when I was picking
up my first love for literature in the twilit window-seats of
the schoollibrary, after an afternoon spent in missing catches
on the lower-ground, or bruising my fingers on the ineffectual
fives-ball, in those eager moments before "Hall," when I
dipped into all the poetry I could layhands upon in "Section
K "-is it not? of Ur. Wildman's well arranged catalogue
there was no Rudyard Kipling at all-for me or for anyone
else. Thirteen years ago, and no Kipling! How strange it
seems 1 To-day I am told, by one who ought to know, that
Kipling is among present Shirburnians, the most widely-read
poet of the bunch, and who but "'ould be glad to hear it?
To twist an old saw to a modern instance: Let who will
make runs for Sherborne; if Kipling makes its ballads, the
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right spirit must be abundantly alive under the shadow of
the old Abbey. Ripling in 1885: what a contrast the idea
suggests! We, of that generation, moving easily through
stages of Herodotus and Juvenal, conned often enough under
the shadow of the trees in the Courts, drowsy of a summer
afternoon, with the twitter of the birds and the scent of the
limes, caught as it were, in a back-water of life, easy,
melodious. And up country, under a torrid Indian sun, in
an ill-smelling, clattering, ink and paste newspaper office,
with the rattle of the press below, and the burning roof above
Mr. Ripling, still a boy, hustled and bustled of printer's
devils, reeling off his "Departmental Ditties" to fill odd
corners of a rough-and-tumble journal. And now, the two
lives meet, and the product of that feverish period is read
and re-read under the same Abbey shadow, and this insignifi- ~~ -
cant scribbler-moi qui vous parle-is asked by your ,
indulgent editor to write a few words for the modern Shir
burnian upon this new poet of Imperialism, who was a boy
when we were boys, and is, I repeat it with a smack of satis
faction-the poet of Sherborne boys to-day.

Well: it was a new voice-was it not? a new friend, J.
and one who has come to stay. The note has changed ~
somewhat with the time, changed too, with the growth of
the poet's own individuality: but in essentials it is the same.
It is the poetry of Empire, of our great Colonial Dependencies,
of England viewed large, of the Englishman. snatched from
his natural surroundings, but still fostering the home spirit,
as the colonist of old kept alive the fire from the hearth.
" Departmental Ditties," the first of his books, is in some re-
spects juvenile. It abounds with high spirits, its view is
circumscribed, its effects are obtained very often by tricks
which soon show their own artifice. "Potiphar Gubbins,"
" Ahasuerus Jenkins," "Delila,h Aberystwith/'-this label-
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ing of the characters by the names of biblical prototypes,
amusing enough, to be sure-is just a trifle too obvious to
stand infinite repitition. And as yet, of course, the poets'
world is narrow, it is concerned with local types: the Superior
Person might even call it "provincial." But the wonderful
" cock-sureness" of workmanship, the brilliancy of observa
tion, the keen appreciation of human foibles-these things
are irresistible.

.. Lovely Mehitabel Lee,
Let me inquire of thee,
Should I have riz to what Potiphar is,
Hadst thou been mated to me ? "

There is a whole novel in that verse. And when the
stronger note is demanded, it does not fall the poet. For
manly, unhysterical denunciation of a "dirty trick" what can
excel the last verse of " Jack Barrett " ?

.. And, when the Last Great Bugle call
Adown the Hurnai throbs,

\Vhen the last grim joke is entered
In the big black book of Jobs,

And Quetta grave-yards give a~ain

Their victims to the air,
I should'nt like to be the man

·Who sent Jack Barrett there.

Notice the clean-cut intensity of the thing: no over.
emphasis, no feminine caterwauling; just the cold, insistent
statement that sends a shudder down the back-bone. Nor,
in admitting even for an instant that this earlier volume
invites the stigma of provinciality, must one forget the yearn
ing for a wider light, the regret of surrounding mists and
shadows, that break out in such a piece of sheer rebellion as
" Christmas in India."
.. Black night behind the Tamarisks-The owls begin their chorus

As the conches from the Temple scream and bray,
With the fruitless years behind us, and the hopeless years before us,

Let us honour, 0 my brother, Christmas Day!
Call a truce, then, to our labours,-let us feast with friends and neighbours,

And be merry as the custom of our caste;
For" if faint and forced the laughter," and if sadness follow after,

We are richer by one mocking Christmas Past·"
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The observant reader will have noticed how 1\11'. Kipling's

metrical strength always rises with his subject, as it does here.
His first" Ditties,' 'character-sketches and half-stories, em
ploy simple measures fitted to their themes; but, when he
comes to more strenuous topics, he assumes" singing robes"
of infinite variety and richness. Indeed, he owes very much
to his unerring choice of a metre exactly suited to the moment.
And to a great extent his melodies are his own. "Mandalay'
is a wonderful example of words and music moving in com
plete harmony. It shows, too, to peculiar advantage that
brilliance of vision which calls up a picture in a flash. He
sees everything, as under an Athenian sky, vivid, and full of
colour. "The dawn comes up like thunder out of China
crost the bay"-" Elephints a-pilin' teak in the sludgy, squdgy
creek,"-" these gritty pavin' stones" and finally that burst
of intense nostalgia,-" Ive a neater, sweeter maiden in a
cleaner, greener land." The use of the epithet is everything:
simple, every-day words, but used just in the right place, they
arrest and astonish. It was said, when Mr. Kipling first
took London by storm, that there seemed nothing he did not
know: the infallible, "all there" knowledge of the cos
mopolitan journalist seemed to ride rampant over his work.
His poems are starred with technicalities, intricate with
terms of manufacture.-

"See the shaking funnels roar, with the Peter at the fore,
And the fenders grind and heave,

And the derricks clack and grate, as the tackle hooks the crate,
And the fall-rope winds through the sheave,"

The ingenuity of the thing is amazing, but it is precisely
at this point that Mr. Kipling meets his greatest risk. If
anything were needed to remind us that the intrusion into
poetry of terms radically unpoetical may have its abuses,
"1\1cAndrew's Hymn," one of his latest pieces, would point
the moral, You may be too clever, too ingeniously actual to
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keep the note of poetry unalloyed. That dancing faculty of
the verbal equilibrist, the trick of the tight-rope walker of
words-is lVIr. Kipling's most dangerous foible. If you be
come so technical that you cease to be intelligible, you are
no longer altogether a poet!

One n~turally keeps till last the leading claim of Mr.
Kipling to our regard. In his own words, he has "taught
us to respect the British Soldier." With what dexterous
fidelity he has painted the makers of our Empire, only a
member of the service can properly estimate. It behoves a
mere civilian to stand "hats off," in silent admiration. But
though we may view our" Tommy " through a glass darkly,
we can all appreciate the breadth of view, the clear sea-going
spirit with which he tackles the problem of Imperial Federa
tion. Just as Tennyson was the poet of the wars by which
we consolidated our Empire,-the Crimea, the Mutiny, and
the rest of them, so is lVIr. Kipling the poet of the wide,
beneficent spirit, military, but not militant, in which we
must seek to hold and establish the lands we have made our
own.

.. First of the scattered legions, under a shrieking sky.
Dipping between the rollers, the English flag goes by.
The dead dumb fog hath wrapped it-The frozen dews have kissecl
The naked stars have seen it. a fellow-star in the mist.
'What is the flag of England? Ye have but my breath to dare.
Ye have bnt my waves to conquer-Go forth, for it is there."

Nor can the" little Englander" accuse him of Jingoism.
His muse is no braggart: he sees the perils of our position
no less than its privileges. His magnificent "Recessional,"
after the brass and bunting of last year, was one of the finest
returns upon itself that the imperial spirit in England has
ever witnessed. It was the utterance of a manly sari~t'y, a
reasoned loyalty: the very word of words for the England of
to-day. It is the great glory of English literature that the
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hour has always produced its poet. When a voice has been
needed to national development, that voice has never failed.
Spenser, Shakespeare, Milton, Wordsworth, Tennyson-the
names resound along the ages: and it is no false judgment,
I believe, that places Kipling among the immortals. His
voice has many crudities, but it is the voice of a crude, and
not always a considerate age. It is the voice of a Tory
democracy,-to use an all-but impossible phrase-of a people
that, slowly realising itself, will also realise that its full strength
lies in a diverse unity, in a broad Imperial policy, in a
charter and an empire wide as the" winds of the world."
Mr. Kipling represents the modern English spirit in its
quintessence, a spirit of action at moments rebellious, of
individualism merged in the common weal, of personal wel
fare springing from consolidated and brotherly interests.
He is the poet of modern England. He can scarcely fail
some day to be her Laureate.

LITERATURE THROUGHOUT THE SCHOOL.

I t cannot be said that at present the School is strong in
literature, whether prose or poetry. We have to read with
shame and sorrow (this is on the Editor's authority) that in
this publication the communications from the School at large
are very few and far between. Even the most energetic person
is rarely known to rise above the level of a very occasional
letter to the' Shirburnian.' This state of things should not be.
In such a School as ours, hallowed as it is by the memories
and traditions of a thousand years and more, there should
surely be some boys found who are not insensible to the
dignified and picturesque aspects of the place. It is difficult
for anyone to go thoroughly round the School and the
grey . old Abbey overlooking it, and not depart with feelings
impressed by the air of mystery and of immemorial antiquity
which breathes in everything round him. One has to go
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to another School, the more modern the buildings are the
better, before we can really appreciate our own. And with all
these external advantages why is not the School more rich in
literary aspirants? We have a school of art, but can we be
said to have a school of literature. If we can find out the
reasons why less importance than is suitable is paid to literature
and especially poetry through the School, we shall have made
an important discovery.

In the first place then we are led to consider the question
what is literature, and what are poetry and prose. Strange as
it may seem, Poetry is not' rot,' neither is it 'jingle.' It was
not by writing such verses as we find in the Latin Grammar
that Poets have made their fame. It may be true as Horace
says that 'omne tulit punctum qui miscuit utile dulci,' and
although the Latin rhymes at the end of the grammar may
be called 'utilis,' they cannot' Dulcis,' not even in the case of
of that trochaic fragment-

• Dies in the Singular,
Common we define,
But its Plural cases are
Always Masculine.

No, this is not poetry or literature either. The word
literature includes both poetry and prose. The former may
shortly be defined as the art of giving pleasure to the imagin
ation by imitating the passions and thoughts of man, perhaps
in mythical language, that is language subject to laws of
rhythem, accent, and occasionally rhyme. Prose is less imag
inative, but endeavours to depict things more as they are, it is
more business like and matter-of-fact. Thus in poetry it would
be very appropriate to call Crete' an Eden of the Eastern wave,'
but if we found in history these words-' During this time a
great agitation commenced in England with regard to the
Crimean invasion of 'the Eden of the Eastern wave,' we
should at once feel that something was out of place-to put it
briefly then 'Prose consists of good words in good order' and
Poetry of the best words in the best order.'

In the following pages we shall attempt to consider the
general ideas concerning poetry and prose which are entertained
by the majority of the School, the way in which they ought to
regard them, and last we shall endeavour to bring forward some
proposals in order to attain this desirable end.

Poetry and Prose throughout the School are regarded at
least so far as we can gather from personal observation, as
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either dull or foolish, with perhaps a fair amount of except
ions. No one can appreciate properly the glories of English
Poetry and Prose without first knowing something of them.
Now, at Sherborne, we cannot be said to make an exhaustive
study of either-the study of English is in the Highest
Forms almost entirely neglected, the members of the Forms
being presumably supposed to employ themselves with the
pursuit of English Literature in their spare time. Vie take
the liberty of doubting whether they do this often.

The ordinary boy here who goes up through the School
reads, let us say of Scott's poems-' the Lady of the Lake'
or ' Marmion,' and probably also a book or two of the abridged
edition of ' Pope's Homer,' and a play or two of Shakespere,
with a few poems from the' Golden Treasury.' The Prose
which he studies is usually limited to an essay or two of
Macaulay's or Addison's. Now is this adequate for a literary
training? We can reply of course that boys do not require
one, but it is necessary at any rate to acquire some superficial
knowledge of English Literature. The writer of these lines
has little doubt that the following passage will be strange to
the majority of members of the School, yet once read it can
hardly be forgotten. The author is describing the unfortunate
Marie Antoinette, and writes with indignant and lofty elo
quence thus-

"It is now sixteen or seventeen years since I saw the
Queen of France, then the Dauph~nessat Versailles, and surely
never lighted on this orb, which she hardly seemed to touch,
a more delightful vision, I saw her just above the horizon
decorating and cheering the elevated sphere she just began to
move in-glittering like the morning star, full of life, and
splendour, and joy. Oh, what a revolution! and what a heart
I must have, to contemplate without emotion that elevation
and that fall! Little did I dream when she added titles of
enthusiastic, distant love, that she would ever be obliged to
carry the sharp antidote against poison concealed in her bosom;
little did I dream that I should have lived to see such disasters
fallen upon her in a nation of gallants, in a nation of men of
honour and of cavaliers. I thought ten thousand swords must
have leaped· from their scabbards to avenge even a look that
threatened her with insult. But the age of chivalry is gone."

Burke-" Reflections on the French Revolution."

Yes, it is just as necessary to know the author of a passage
like this as it is to know who is Prime Minister, or who said
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, England expects' and so forth. No one can be called educated
who does not know such ordinary things as who were the
authors of the' Pickwick Papers,' 'Vanity Fair,' 'Mackbeth,'
or ' Paradise Lost.'

The spirit in which we ought to regard Poetry and Prose
is one of reverence. If we are sensible we can hardly deny
that it is probable that such works as those of Shakespeare,
Milton and others would not have existed to the present time
unless they were worth something. Such works have given
pleasure to millions, and it is only natural for us to think that
if so many before have enjoyed them, there is at least a chance
that we may too. But have all of us tried it ? if not, we might
at least sample some of the literary wealth which can be ours
if we but seize it. The Library is open to all of us. Yet
somehow or other most people prefer some novel with a startling
title, usually of the railway class and with a flaming illustration
on the back, to the masterpieces of Dickens or Thackeray.
At the same time such works are perennial, while Dickens,
Thackeray or Eliot are immortal. These books, too, have
plenty of adventure and excitement, and have the additional
advantage of being healthy and of having many beautiful
pieces of English prose bound up. in them, neither of which
qualities can be claimed for most of the trumpery and
ephemeral publications, which are unworthy of the name of
novels.

Now let us think, if we can, what proposals might remedy
these defects in our· education here. In other Schools there
are means, we believe, and why not in ours? There is, of
course, the Longmuir English Exhibition, but that only at
tracts the few and not the many, and the books also are set, so
that the prize may be acquired with little knowledge of English
literature except the subjects set. Is it therefore possible to
increase the entries for this Exhibition, to make it compulsory,
let us say, on the Sixth, Upper and Lower Fifth? Also could
we broaden its scope and substitute for om of the set books a
paper on general English literature, which would really test
the knowledge of the competitors and force them to go farther
afield than the knowledge of certain given works? The pre
sent writer is unacquainted with the conditions of the Long
muir Exhibition, but warmly advocates such a course as this if
possible. However, if it is impossible he makes an appeal to
Shirburnians past and. present to serioudy take into considera
tion something of the sort, and if they can to award prizes for
proficiency in general English literature to as many different
forms as possible.
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In addition to this there are several other ways of pro
moting the desire for English literature. Recitations might
be given by boys in the School at, should we say, the penny
concerts, which were revived last term. Short scenes from
Shakespeare and the other dramatists might be recited with
appropriate gestures. Lectures on poetry might be given by
the masters, Shakespearian or W ordsworthian societies could be
formed which were either presided over by masters or by boys.
A condition might be made that in each association every
member would have to say something, during some of the
meetings, with regard to the work or genius of the poet or
prose-writer. Institutions like this exist at nearly every
public school of note, and also are in great profusion at the
Universities.

Last but not least an idea has occurred to the present
writer, which, with the Editor's permission, he will state. For
some time past, according to information received from the
editor, there has been a dearth of literary efforts in the School.
There is very seldom a contribution to the ",Shirburnian" from
members of the School other than the editorial staff. Now if
subscribers would send in their contributions to 'the editor, they
would, even if rejected, receive the benefit of his criticisms.
It is impossible for the editor or anybody else to go round to
any boy in the School and say' you might give us an article on
such and such a subject.' He cannot do this because he knows
no boy's powers. Who knows but that' some mute inglorious
Milton here may rest,' or some equally promising essayist,
who is too lazy or too bashful to submit his efforts to the
public eye. There can be no objection to unsolicited contri
butions which the present writer feels sure the editor and his
staff would always handle gently.

One thing is certain that in a School, where the literary
atmosphere is so strong as in Sherborne there must be literary
talent hidden aw~y among some of the boys, if only we could
get at it. 'Full many a flower is born to blush unseen and
waste its sweetness on the desert air'? It would seem that the
best way of detecting literary power is in the way suggested,
and the writer earnestly begs all to pay great attention to his
remarks. Though it may be that his words are seed cast upon
the waters, he cannot but hope that for some time past literary
talent has been maturing throughout the School, that it only
needs this word to herald the dawn of as it were a Periclean
age of Literature for us and ours.
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But amid all our despondency there is one hope left to us.
We have among us at any rate one whom all of us read and
appreciate-Rudyard Kipling. Beneath his rough verse there
is poetry. A far abler pen than that of the present writer has
pointed out the merits and defects of this author in another
page of this publication. Suffice it to say that he leads us to
poetry against our will, that he leads many to it who have not
thought of it before, and who would not think of it again
perhaps but for his influence which is almost insensible and yet
so strong. He writes)n the spirit of the age and it is to him
that we must look. Let us trust then that he will take some
of us by the hand and lead us with him into the sunlit garden
of English poetry!

THE DUTCH CEMETERY AT PUBLICAT.

(A. D. 1656.)

(These verses which have already appeared itJ India

are by an Old Shirburniatt).

IN old days when the past was your present,
And futurity seemed without flaw,

Here you walked in the ways that were pleasant,
o dead Duchmen who Pulicat saw,

In old days on the coast Coromandel,
When your ships from the isles of the sea

Made you chapmen of spice and of sandal,
All the Indies in fee.

\Vas your minister Johann Baldores,
He who preached to the moors long ago,

And unfolded the East and its glories,
In a book for the brethren to know?

Gone, gone are the church and the steeple,
Gone is Castel Geldria to dust,

Nought remains but the bones of your people,
Hieronder they rust.

o lychgatge, 0 romanesque portal,
Twin skeletons guarding your door.

Through you went whateve: was mortal
Of heroes in peace and ID war,

Once captains by land and by water
From Ceylon to the shores of Pegu.

Now tenants of brick and of mortar,
Just whitewashed anew
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Predicant, Ondercoopman and Sergant,
In that ghost of a garden they wait

For the sound of the mighty Resurgant
And the wings that are woven of fate.

Whether lovers or married or single,
All the furniture of a romance

Is left where they meet and they mingle,
Petronella with J ans.

More honoured in death than in living
Lies the Governors lady at rest,

Glorified beyond gifts of all giving,
Forty feet of proud earth on her breast.

Homage had she and love more than loyal
To couch in the richest of rooms,

Silver chains to her coffin most royal,
Epicure among tombs.

Hid away in that vast Aceldama
Is the headstone made holy with praise

To the daughter of Nicol Tadama
And the deeds of her eminent days,

The headstone which angels emblason
And arms and medallions and shields,

Distant dreams by some great master mason
Of Elysian fields.

It leapt from the lips of a lover
Yon chronicle cut into rhyme,

Whose capital letters discover
The date and the year and the time.

In life you were lovely, 0 Sarah
The Amstel your cradle; but death

Has laid you, 0 coniux quam chara,
With the children of Heth.

These were slabs from the Seven Pagodas,
Sad cities that sank in the sea,

Once so gay with processions and odours,
Bells of Is in an Eastern countrie.

But from their Titanic engraver
Double part of his spirit did pass

To your monuments better and braver,
Seadogs of Sadras,

Now Finis and Telos and Amen
Is writ large on these stones to your song.

Though we see but the Jaren and Namen,
We can feel you were living and strong.

As you stood in the days of your landing
\Vhen your fleet floated over the bar,

May you be at the last upstanding
Face to face with der HAAR.

f·J.e.

[MARCH,
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TEMPUS FUGIT.

173

Being the fragments of a play discovered by our own antiquarian.
The Authorship is unknown.

SCENE.-A Study,--House, Sherborne.
CIIARACTERS.-Two members of--Form.
'fIME.-4 to 5 P.M. when the lessons for 5-6 P.M. are prepared in the

studies.

1st Member.-Hallo that's 4 o'clock, it gives me extreme pleasure
that we don't have to go into school these hours. One
hour in School past meridiem is sufficient for such a frail
flower as myself.

2nd Member.-Yes it is a good thing, shy us an orange, thanks.
1st Member.-Hard game to-day was'nt it?
2nd Member.-Yes what do you say to a little cricket by the

way.
1st Member.-Certainly I've no objection to a little worship at

the shrine of the national game, which owing to the incle
mency of the weather we are unable to pursue out of doors.

Cricket ill the passage till 4.15.

1st Member.-By Jove it's quite hot, sorry I had to inflict
disaster upon you. I'll act as your guide, philosopher and
friend in the advancement of your learning in this national
exercise soon. Try to play straight and don't pull my
leg breaks.

2nd Member.-That's a lie you did'nt beat me, you were lbw.
1st Member.-Your mendacity is only equalled by your assurance.

I t has long been my wish to have fixed the site of the
abode of Primitive Man who was originally a monkey, you
remember, now I hail the suspicious discovery of the garden
of Eden, once so prodigal, with my very best wishes.
With regard to the pal<eolithic theory.

2nd Member.-Oh! alright take care there are'nt some discover
ies, not to say revelations in your con this afternoon.

1st Member.-\Vell I like that, when you induced me into play
ing cricket, I wish you would endeavour to infuse more
succulency into the twin-brother of the lemon, to speak in
the manner of Aeschylus.

2nd Uember.-Who asked you to eat them?
1st Member.-My Dear Sir, is it conceivable that you have not

yet discovered that I am imbued with an enlightened
philanthropy-- :

2nd .Member.-also a taste for using or misusing long words of
which you don't know the meanings, but go on--
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1st Member.-disdaining your contemptible interruption, I assert
my philanthropy, I devour this far from luscious fruit
in order to prevent repletion on your part.

2nd Member.-Take care that in your endeavour to keep all you
don't endanger your own health by eating oranges at the
rate of three to my one. Come on, there goes the half.

1st jJ[ember.-In all my actions my kindness can be traced.
Thus I only played cricket in order to amuse you.

2nd Member.-When you've quite done your orations we'll
begin the con. Where's my dictionary?

1st Member.-When a person is occupied with problems of
which your infantile nature can form no conception how can
you expect me to descend from the sublime to the ridiculous
to descend suddenly like a waterfall, not imperceptibly like
a glacier to such a trumpery thing as your dictionary, you
amuse me.

2nd Jl1ember.-Talking of glaciers did you ever hear my story
about them?

1st lfember.-No, what is it ?
2ud Member.-\Vell my grandfather told it me, a dear old

man he is too. Some fools went up a mountain once and
got killed and stuck in a glacier, two guides and a
gentleman. Some ass then found all about glaciers, and
said that in 40 years these bodies would come to the bottom.
The sons of these men were both grey headed men when
the bodies came down quite perfect with the leg of mutton
they had taken to eat. Taking the beautiful firm young
hand of his father one man said-' And to think that this
is my father, young and without a line on his brow, just
as he was when--'

1st Member.-Did they eat the leg of mutton?
2n1 .ilfember.-Shut up, you fool, now you've spoilt it all.
1st lfemher.-That, Sir, is the triumph of bathos, a result

perhaps not so pleasing to attain to as the triumph of
pathos, but nevertheless more difficult and unusual.

2ud Jl1e1llber.-Well as that's the quarter we may as well begin.
2nd Member [Bawling liP the stairs.] -Where does the con

begin?
[Answer from the distance]-ODE XV.

2nd Member.-Ah that's it, come on.
1st Member.-Wait till I've put a point on this pencil.
2nd Member.-Hurry up. Ah well done! Give it me you fool,

that's right now.
1st Member.-Now that my pencil has resumed its pristine

sharpness-H'm yes lets see how I've got it. Pastor
ann-' which Pastor' (who's he, never heard of him) !
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'.

the treacherous in hospitality dragged Helena, who's she,
can't be Helen because she had something to do with
Paris, and this is Pastor. Perhaps its St. Helena that had
something to do with Paris anyway. Eh! see the joke?

2nd 1fember.-Spare us as you value your life.
1st Member.-' From Idaei in his ships through the straits he

overwhelmed the swift winds by his unpleasing calmness.'
2nd Memher.-Yes that means that the winds did'nt like to see

him so cool. Now I'll go on-' so that Nereiis (who on
earth's he)? Ah I see, explained in the text ;-' so that
Nereiis, a wild beast,' (in apposition).

1st Member.-Fera explanatory in parenthisis you observe.
2nd Memher.-Some thing you fool-' a wild beast was singing

of the fates.'
1st Memher.-What kind of wild beast? a nightingale.
2nd Memher.-Hold your row! come on its five to.
1st Member.-I see the next bit, 'you lead evils to your grand

father's house' evidently referring to your romance about
the glacier.

2nd J[ember.-Shut up, that's all wrong it means yon evil
Grecian woman how much more will she seek again the
home of her grandfather the general when in company
with a soldier.' Don't you see the old man's heart is
softened by a person in the same profession as himself,
" bless you my children" etc., etc.

1st Member.-Ah! repeat the potential optative. In fact to put
it simply and briefly your statement might be construed
into implying perhaps that there is a suspicion of an
antithesis between the word dueis (well rendered by
, marshal') and militis for which I prefer the translation
, military man' or warrior, or other adequately anonymous
phrase,expressing a good examplification of 'curiosa felicitas'

2nd lb'ember.-Stop that long winded rot and get on with the
con? Ah, no go, there's the hour, owing to your stupid
bungling we as usual go in without having prepared the
lesson.

1st Jfember.-Tempus fugit, as Shakespeare says.
[Exeunt.]

REVIEW OF THE FOOTBALL SEASON.

Another football season at Sherborne has drawn to a close,
~ and demands a short review from those who have witnessedlgood, but somewhat rough and unscientific material shaping
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itself into a polished and well-balanced fifteen. In all, thirteen
matches were played, eight with successful, five with more
disastrous results. Of these latter, two against G. M. Carey
Esq's XV. and an Oxford University' A' team were sustained
against sides possessing considerably more skill, strength and
experience, and reflected on the School not only no disgrace,
but a certain credit in their results. The O.S.S. brought down
last December far greater forward strength than usual, and
after having had the worst of the first half, altered in the
second their tactics and, consequently, the issue of the game.
But the School XV. would probably even thus have won, had
it shown more adaptability to circumstances in using their out
sides more, and not falling in so readily with the manceuvres
of the Old Boys. Two more defeats have to be accounted for
which can only be done by the fact that in the St. Paul's match
our outsides, and against S. Baskett Esq's XV. our forwards,
(the only real lapse they allowed themselves during the season)
were completely' off-colour.' Turning now to the brighter
side of victories, which included Yeovil, Crewkerne, Rev. VV.
Poole Hughes XV., Eastleigh, Castle Cary, Bournemouth
Rangers, Clifton Club and Tonbridge School, all were well
deserved, and scored over teams for the most part of very fair
calibre. As consolation after the disappointing result of the
St. Paul's match, came the play of the whole XV. against
Tonbridge, where backs vied with forwards in giving really a
scientific display of football under conditions most adverse to
good play, for frost had rendered the ground extremely
treacherous. But here the XV. were' on their day', and the
wheeling and dash of the forwards, together with the coolness
and precision of the outsides, were all that could be desired.

On the whole Pinckney fulfilled the difficult· position of
full-back well, his collaring and saving were safe, but his kicking
was too often weak, or sacrificed entirely to attempts to break
through and run on his own account.

The play of the three-quarters was rather disappointing,
they should have been a strong combination, but, two notable
occasions excepted-the centres were not well together, and on
the wings there was little resource, and no great scoring-power.
The halves were safe, without being in the least brilliant.
Sopper was conspicuous in pluckily stopping rushes always,
and in neat dribbles frequently, Hext in the accurate timing of
his passes: but the latter has much to learn, especially in ,~
defence, and with another season before him, should improve
on present form.
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The forwards were the real strength of the xv; : hard
working and persevering coupled with smart following up and
plenty of dash, they assisted very materially in the success of
the season. Cheatle and Cunningham chiefly in the tight
grovels, Sunderland, Fletcher and Catt in all open work shone
perhaps the most, but they were always well supported by the
others: And the result was a fine School forward-division.
Apart from those who actually got their' caps', there were
one or two other good forwards who must console themselves
with the consciousness of having been quite up to the standard
of an average School team, but the forwards of this year were
somewhat above the average. In retrospect, we would say
that the XV. ofr897-8 was sound without being brilliant, good
without being extraordinary. An encouraging improvement
in genuine forward play throughout the School was noticeable,
attributable doubtless to the institution of League Matches,
which, also, enjoyed fair success in their aim to discover
and improve rising talent of which there is plenty in all
departments of the game. With this plethora of young
talent coming on, and a fair sprinkling of veteran colours re
turning, we may now, in congratulating t!1is year's XV. on
their improvement and successes, place the" brave leathern
bubble" on the shelf, till another football season come round,
with confident expectation of not less excellence for the game
at Sherborne in the Future.

FOOTBALL.

SCHOOL v. OLD SHIRBURNIANS.

This match was played on December 19th in fine weather.
The Old Shirburnians were well represented, the forwards
being especially strong, though C. Dixon was unable to play.
Wilson lost the toss and Sunderland kicked off. The School
were the first to press but a dribble by C. H. Wigan brought
relief to the O.S. and a run by Devitt gained further ground.
Watney put in a useful punt, which was followed by a spell of
even play. The O.S. forwards then took the ball into the
School XXV. where it remained for some time but the School
defence was very sound. Pinckney made a very fine kick-to
half way where the School outsides showed some good passing
the ball coming to Garstin who made a very fine run and



scored under theposts;Stanger-Leathes' <converted. This
caused the O.S. to play up with renewed vigour but the School
continued to have the best 6f the' game for some time until G,
M. Carey secured the ball and made 'a brilliant run; but when
it seemed certain that he would score, he was finely collared
by Parsons. Play was now confined to the School XXV. but
Watney relieved the pressure by a good dribble. When the
whistle sounded for half. time the score was School, one goal,
O.S., nil. On resuming Parsons made a fine run and Watney
had hard lines in not dropping a goal the ball hitting the cross
bar. Carey and Powys dribbled to half way where play re
mained for some time till Leigh-Clare made a run into the
School XXV. After a forward rush Powys scored the first try
for the Old Shirburnians, Leigh-Clare's kick v.ent wide. The
O.S. were now having much the best of the game and after a
run by J. F. Cunningham, a second try was added, Winch
failed to convert. Sunderland made a good dribble which was
answered by Powys who scored a third try. No goal resulted.
Uninteresting play followed and nothing further was scored,
though Pick once nearly got in after a good run. The O.S.
were consequently left victors by three tries to one goal. The
School forwards played very well against their heavier
opponents; Sunderland being perhaps the best, of the outsides
Parsons, Watney and Pinckney were best. Of the O.S.
forwards, G. M. Carey, Powys, and J. F. Cunningham played
splendidly, and Devitt, Stevens and Leigh-Clare were the pick
of the outsides. The teams were :-

School.

H. C. Pinckney (back) ; C. F. Garstin, C. W. Watney,
M. D. Parsons, and C. F. Stanger-Leathes (three-quarters) ;
F. W. Sopper and G. T. B. Hext (halves) ; E. A. Wilson
(Capt.), C. T. Cheatle, L. G. E. Sunderland, H. V. Fletcher,
C. C. Cunningham, A. E. Catt, F. W. Kemp and J. G.
Jeudwine (forwards).

0.1'.,

L. Partridge (Capt. back) ; J. E. Stevens, R. L. Leigh
Clare, L. G. Stanger-Leathes and B. Pick (three-quarters) ;
H. P. Devitt and 1. G. Winch (halves); G. M. Carey, N.
Partridge, L. C. Powys, J. F. Cunningham, C. H. Wigan, M.
D. Wood, g. S. Wigan and ",~. H. McEnery(forwa~ds).

Referee: Rev. W. W. POQle:B:Aghe~.
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SCHOOLv. CREWKERNE.

This match was played at Sherborne on the 12th of
February. The ground was in a slippery condition and there
was a slight drizzle during the whole of the game. The School
were without Cunningham and Catt. The School had the
best of the game at the start, Parsons and Watney both nearly
scoring on several occasions, but there was very little com
bination amongst the outsides. Parsons made his mark from
a poor kick on the part of the Crewkerne back and kicked a
very fine goal. Soon after this the visitors were penalised for
off side play and Parsons made a good attempt at goal from a
difficult angle. The Crewkerne forwards took the ball to half
way where it did not remain long, Stanger-Leathes reaching
with a good kick touch near the Crewkerne goal line. Watney
made a long run and passed to Langhorne who was collared
by Summers. Collins made a good run and scored for the
visitors. The kick at goal was successful. They did not,
however, maintain the lead for long as Fletcher soon scored
for the School. Parson's kick went wide. Just before half
time Crewkerne had the misfortune to lose one of the forwards
who was injured and unable to take any further part in the
game. On resuming, play was very even, each side pressing
in turn. Watney and Parsons shone in individual play and
Fletcher made a very good dribble from half way and scored
his second try. No goal resulted. The rest of the game was
in favour of the School, though Crewkerne on one of the few
occasions in which they were dangerous, scored through Leslie,
Bradford was unable to convert. Just before time Parsons
made a good run and scored a try which he did not improve
upon. Time was then called, the School being left winners by
one goal (from a mark) and three tries to one goal and one try.
Teams :-

School.

H. C. Pinckney (back) ; C. F. Stanger-Leathes, M. D.
Parsons (Capt.), C. W. Watney and Langhorne (three
quarters); F. \V. Sopper and G. T. Hext (halves) ; C. T.
Cheatle, L. G. Sunderland, H. V. Fletcher, F. W. Kemp, J.
G. Jeudwine, H. V. Temperley, Radford, Wood (fonvards).

Crewkerne.

Summers (back) ; Leslie, Unwin, Bradford and Morton
(three-quarters) ; Coombes and Stroud (halves); Gibbs(Capt.)
Slade,Pearce,Clark, RendalI, \Vheadon, Collins and Rowselt

Referee: G. M. Carey, Esq•.-
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OUR CONTEMPORARIES.

[MARCH,

Since our last issue, we have to record a new departure m
journalism, that is the representation of the public schools of
England in a magazine-known as "the Public Schools Magazine "
-of this publication, at present three numbers have been
published. The Editor is Mr. Philip \Vhitwell \Vilson, who
won great fame up at Cambridge, both as a speaker at the
Union, and as Editor of that lively university magazine
" the Granta." The first number is a very interesting one.
There is an account of Harrow School by the Editor, which is
very interesting and illustrated by numerous good photographs
of the buildings and prominent members of the school. Also
there is a good article on 'Cricket and Football at U ppingham.'
1\1r. Bagster's columns contributes an article on 'secret
societies' a glimpse of life at an American University, which
is extremely instructive. At an American University we learn
that a new corner is always treated with the greatest possible
kindness, politeness, and courtesy. Such is not the treatment
we believe accorded to such as are in an ordinary Public School.
, Mistakes of Masters' is very funny, especially the concluding
epigram-' if some of them (i.e. masters) are beasts-well, they
are what that Rugby chap said of Dr. Temple-they are just
beasts.' Another good feature in the magazine is the appear
ance of Oxford and Cambridge letters, which will, we believe,
contribute much towards the Editor's end of drawing School
and University closer together. The discussion as to whether
athletics are overdone at public schools is very interesting and
is here admirably summarized. H. H. Marriott writes a very
interesting article on the English team in America. But the
most interesting of all is the serial by the Editor 'Four
Men in a Mouse Trap," which is admirably illustrated by
C. P. Hawkes, late we believe, of the 'Granta'; the story
is very exciting and there are numerous little touches which
make it irresistibly humorous; the episode of the stealing of
the skeleton ends with the ;\![arch number, but we have promise
of something more exciting still. Best of all however, we
think are the Editorial notes, 'which contain much worthy of
notice. In the February number vVinchester is so to speak
interviewed, while 'Games at Malvern,' 'the Corinthians in
Africa,' and numerous other interesting articles attract our
attention. The March number will interest Shirburnians, we
think, from the fact that t,here is an article on 'A Day in the
Life of a Shirburnian,' illustrated by photographs, most of them
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by L. G. Sunderland, some of which are very good. The
author apparently prefers obscurity and hides his name under
the title of 'Shirburniensis.' There is also an account of
Dulwich, which we should recommend. ' Co-education in the
North' and an article on 'Eton and Harrow match' illustrated
by diagrams in the manner of Holt Schooling, complete a good
number. In conclusion we sincerely wish the Public School
Magazine the success it deserve:> and trust it will be able to
achieve its end.

1'he A lleynian has little of interest except School news.
vVe notice that here as in other School Magazines appear
, Oxford and Cambridge letters' a very good practice, which
we notice no O.S., either at Oxford or Cambridge, in spite of
the fact that there are several past editor; in residence is
patriotic enough to start in this publication. The Football
team seems to have been very successful this year.

The Bathonian has an amusing article on Gods v Mortals
at football.

The Blundellian IS chiefly remarkable for a good article
on Observation.

The Cartlmsian has chiefly School news.

The Cliftonian has several interesting articles-one on the
Expedition in Tirah, another on Klondike, and a third on
Vesuvius.

nle Eagle. \Ve are glad to notice that St: John's College,
Cambridge, have been kind enough to send us their magazine.
It is things like these that assist towards Mr. ·Wilson's ideal of
drawing School and University together. It is not for us to
praise it, but· we might especially recommend the article
on the Poetry of Shelley, 'Ad Poetas Aquilinos' and the
'Boathouse Dog.'

The EastboZlYllian has very little in it except School news.

The Elizabethian has less in it than usual; in fact if we may
say so, it consists chiefly of index. In the second number there
is a fair. sonnet entitled 'od i et amo.'
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The Felstedianalso has nothing eXGept Schbol news.
'" ----,

The Haileyburian contributes revelations to us on the
fertility of the Saharra. There is also a funny description of
Haileybury in 1998, and a really fine piece of poetry entitled
'a Valentine.' In the February number the ballads of Mr.
Kennell Rood (0. H.) are reviewed. The number is very full
of poetry, there is a fine if fragmentary poem on 'the last Man, I

we cannot refrain from quoting a few lines.

•Then men prattled idly of love and the fame of deeds well done
Loved well for awhile, but departed e'er its work had half begun';

The rose bud dropped its petals, the note rang false on the lyre;
Time seared the cheeks of the loved one and quenched the brief desire.'

, A Dirge' is also a fine poem.

Lancing Oollege Magazille contains chiefly School news.

The Lorettonian gives us an exciting story of an adventure
which happened to an O.L., the tale is entitled the' Withered
Hand.'

The Marlburian begins its number of February 9th, 1898,
with this original remark' the English public will long remem
ber with pride 1897, the year of the Diamond Jubilee of our
Gracious Queen.' There is also a poem called 'Camelot' an
unsuccessful invitation of I the Lady of Shalote,' in which
Milton's Epithet 'storied' is misused, a practice which has
become only too common lately. In the number of March 2nd,
there is an amusing article called' Animal Potentialities.'

The Reptonian presents us with a good skit on that strange
habit which we believe is an Oxonian production of clapping
-er on to everything, thus suffering it not only not English but
meaningless drivel.-
. -~- .. ; ,

•What are these queer strange-sounding words
,Which seem so much to jigure

In conversagger now-a-days ? .
Is it some Engligger ? '

, . .'the'TOIzbri~gian has averyi;Lmusing article on 'an Hbmetic
cup 'tie,' the 'waste paper basket" 'is alSo weJlworth reading,
and there is a good parody of Swinburnein '" Lyrics ofthe line:
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The Wellingtonian provides us with an interesting article on
the Wellington College Mission among the Walwi. Who are
they? you ask. Let our readers find out for themselves.

MUSICAL SOCIETY.

The Concert at the end of last term was given on December
20th. The Schoolroom was full in spite of other attractions in
the neighbourhood of Sherborne at the same time.

According to custom the Solemn Carol opened the con
cert, Loughnan, Wordsworth and French taking the Trio. A
good performance was given, and the composer would have been
present to hear it had he not been suddenly called away to town
in order to explain the points and situations in the" Happy Life"
to the Prince of Wales. This is one of the penalties of the
greatness lately achieved by Mr. L. N. Parker, our former
conductor.

The subject of Una and her wanderings has attracted not
only Spenser and Wordsworth, but also Mr. Alfred R. Gaul,
and the greater part of the Concert was spent over his
Allegorical Romance Cantata or musical treatment of this
theme. The Holy City was the last of Gaul's works heard in
the Schoolroom, and in Una wc find much the same kind of
thing asin the Holy City. The Cantata is melodious, easy,
flowing and graceful, but the music is not really ~satisfying, or
such as one cares to hear again until after a very sufficient
interval. It is not however without dramatic force, and what
ever interest there is, is well sustained, for we end with a vigorous
Hymen 16.Hymen chorus to the young couple which must be
satisfactory to the feelings of an audience.Mr. A. C. Broadbent
O.S. kindly took the part of the Red Crosse Knight, and we are
much obliged to him for his trouble: Una and Fidessa were
well represented by Winch, mi. and Everington.

Mendelssohn's Wedding March-played as a graceful
tribute tothe fact that one of the choir.would no. more take his

. seat~as. abachelor---:-a.nd the Carmen. finished a very pleasant
; ~nd attractive Concert.
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PROGRAMME.

f Ch ' 'd {J. R.Solemn Carol or nstmastI e L. N. P;'

"UN A"

[MARCH

AN ALLEGORICAL ROMANCE CANTATA

BY

ALFRED R. GAUL.

ARGUMENT.

Una, daughter of a King, has sought the aid ofherlover, the RedCrosse
Knight, to rescue her sire, held captive in his castle by a beleaguering
dragon. As they journey, at nightfall, they meet a Hermit, in whose abode
Una finds shelter; Red Crosse sleeping under neighbouring forest trees.
The Hermit, a magician, summons Demon-Spirits to invoke Fidessa, an
Enchantress, with whom, under spells, Red Crosse flies. Una, deserted,
wandering in the forest, has met a Lion, which, "in pity of her sad estate,"
becomes to her" a strong guard." Una, whilst encountering Fauns, Satyrs,
Hamadryads, and Naiads, who wish to make her their queen, is discovered
by Prince Arthur,who conducts her home, and tells her that Red Crosse has
been rescued by him, and has slain the dragon, thus liberating Una's father.
The lovers again meet. The foiled Enchantress vanishes. The King's
retainers and Una's handmaids rejoicingly foretell the bridal.

The story is an episode freely adapted from Spencer's" Faerie Queene."

CHARACTERS.

Una
Fidessa
The Red Crosse Knight
The Hermit }'
Prince Arthur

CHORUS.

Winch.
Everington.
Mr. Broadbent, O.S.

Park.

Fauns, Satyrs, Hamadryad, Naiads.
Peasant Labourers.
Demon-Spirits.
Retainers of the King.
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E.M.Y.

What voices do I hear.
o love will love !

o lady have no timid fear!

'What rabblement draws near?
A palmer met upon my way.

The last is found.
Gidessa, & Prince Arthur)

Thou whom I love.

For thee may life.

"Hymen 16 Hymen" !

Melldelssolm.

DUET (Red Crosse and Una)

FINALE CHORUS (Retainers)

THE \YEDDlNG l\!ARCH

CARMEN

CHORUS (Peasants) Let's

INTERMEZZO (Instrumental)

CHORUS (Hamadryads)

RECITATIVE }'
SONG (Una)

CHORUS (Fauns; &c.)

RECITATIVE/ (Prince Arthur)
SONG f
CHORUS (Retainers)
QUARTET (Una, Red Crosse,

INTRODUCTION (Instrumental).

CHORUS (Fauns, &c.) Hearken! 0 Sylvanus, hearken!

TRIO (Red Crosse,' Una & Hermit) ... The night draws on.

CHORUS (Peasants) Hark! The Angelius is calling.

RECITATIVE} (R d C ) Beloved one.
SONG e rosse Shine vestal star.

SOLO (Hermit) Rise! rise from the caves.

CHORUS (Demon-Spirits) We hearken thy call.

RECITATIVE} Spell, potent spell !
SONG (Fidessa) The Enchanter's wand!

CHORUS} (Demon-spirits)... He wakes!
DUET (Red Crosseand Fidessa)I thought it was an idle

dream!

hasten on-the dawn will come.

Early morning in the woods.

See where a beauteous maid.

GOD SAVE THE QUEEX..

Instm,tor of the O"chestra

.Orgalli$t .,
Conductor

Mr. C. Regan.
Mr. B. G; Thorne.
Mr.C; H. Hodgson~
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GIFTS TO C THE LIBRARY.

[MARCH,

SECTION D.
The Tragedy of the Ccesars; S. Baring Could, London, 1897.

This book, the gift of C. S. Baring Gould, O.S., is a very
welcome addition to the Library. It is the work of his cousin
whose name is so familiar to people in the West country; Mr.
Baring Gould tells the stories of the Cresars from C. Julius to
N ero with intense dramatic vigour and he has taken care that
the work should be illustrated with numerous portraits of the
characters in the drama, for in his opinion much can be learnt
from portraiture and the introduction consists of a study of
portraiturs which is extremely interesting.

Bibliography of Municipal History; Cross, Longmans, 1897.
This book is also the gift of C. S. Baring Gould O.S., it would
be difficult to select a more useful book of reference for the
subject which it concerns. It is curious that English historical
students should owe such a necessary book to the researches of
a Professor of Havard University; but this brings home to
us the fact that quite half the English people live outside the
, British Empire.'

Universities of Europe in the Middle Ages, Rashdall, Oxford, .
1895.-The three volumes are the work of Mr. Hastings
Rashdall, who for a short time was a Master at Sherborne.
They are full of most interesting matter on subjects, which
have hitherto been little dealt with by Englishmen. No one
anxious to see something of the Academic side of medireval
life should fail to read this book.

SECTION H.
Life of Rev. R. S. Hawker by S. Baring Could, London, 1897.

~ This volume is the gift of E. Venning Esq. and is a very
interesting addition to the library. Mr. Hawker was one of
the most interesting of Cornishmen and Poets, and his ballad
on Bishop Prelawney's imprisonment in 1688 is known to
everybody.

1'ennys01t. A memoir by Hallam, Lord l'ennyson; Lond~n, 1898.
These two volumes are the gift of our old friend, James

Rhoades, Esq., whose name is familiar to~hiiburniansoUo-day
on so many of the School Lays of which he is the writer.
Whatever other acs:dunts of the late poet may be put forward
hereafter, this a:ccount of hi.m by his son. must always hold its
own as one of supreme interest and authority.'
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OLD SI-IIRBURNIAN SCHOLARSHIP FUND.

£ s. d.
I 4 8

IO 6

CR.
To Broker's Fees

,. Hire of Room
.. Bennett for Printing 2 4 0
.. Stamps lite. 2 6
.. Balance •• 121 2 3

ADDITIONAL STATEMENT.

DR. £ s. d.
To Balance II5 0 6

.. Dividend on N.Z. } IQ 3 5
Stock, November

£125 3 II £I25 3 II

Received the above Balance £I2I 25. 3d., on behalf of the Old
Shirburnian Society, O.S. Scholarship Account.

10th December, 1897. H. R. KING.

T. C. ROGERSON, Hon. Treasurer O.S.S.F.

GAMES FUND.

By Bills
" Rates and Taxes
" Rent of Fields
" Wages
" Bank Charges
.. Balance..

YEAR ENDING

RECEIPTS.
£ s. d,

To Balance 32 I2 0
" Boy's Subscriptions 28I I8 6
.. Hon. Subscriptions 34 4 0
" Prize Money IO I9 rr
" Rent ., 20 0 0
" Fives Money & Fines 2 9 0
" Programmes, Cricket I 6 3 2

Cards &c. .. . .
.. Penny Readings I I3 6'
.. Cricket Lunches 2 I2 9

DECEMBER 1897.
EXPENDITURE.

£ s d.
no 0 9

I4 I9 0
60 15 0

n6 0 0

7 9
'90 IO 4

£392 I2 IQ

s . d.
0 0
I' a
a 0

IQ 6
'la 0-

S 0

£
·5

L. C, Powys. I

].K.D.WingfieldDigbyEsq·5
·F; E. Bennett . ..' ; ; .
E. A.' Ffooks' 0'; .
W,.J;Kendle i;.

. N. Partridge

The Treasurer of the Games Funq wishes to aC,kno'Yledge
witt thanks the receipt of the following Subscriptions.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

Dear Sir,
May I ask why the Lower has not been more played on this year, I

understood we could play on the Lower at all times and save the Upper?
Yours truly,

QUONDAM.

Dear Mr. Editor,
One would have thought we could have played on the Lower a little

more this term, it is not, we believe, so sacred that no profane foot may
ever touch it.

Yours, etc.
ANANIAS.

Dear Sir,
The Lower is not a bowling green, neither is it to be kept in a glass

case. I understood we could do what we liked with the Lower as long as
we did not play on the Upper.

I am, yours ever,
BEETLE.

Dear Mr. Editor,
If any of your contributors have copies of the Shirbltrnialts of 1879 to

the first term of 1880 which they could spare I would be willing to give any
reasonable price.

Yours,
A SUBSCRIBER.

[For Address apply to the Editor of the Shirburniall.]

Dear Mr. Editor,
At the end of last cricket season you invited anyone who had any

improvements to offer to express them in your columns ; may I avail myself
of your kind offer? First may I suggest that the fellows of the 1st XI. nets
should not practise at the same time as the rest of the School, but should go
round to their respective House nets to see that the fellows bucked up ?
Secondly that promising small fellows should be put into the 2nd XI. nets,
not fellows who are put in for no other reason than that they are" big".
Thirdly that Bowley or a J\Iaster should always be at the 2nd XI. nets,
which would not practise at the same time as the 1st XI. Fourthly that the
XI. in games should be split up, so that they get some bowling besides the
not very excellent bowling of the next XVI. Fifthly that a game begun on
the Upper should be played out, no one being forced to retire at 20, because
when a fellow reaches that number, he is generally just settling down; it does
not seem much good for him to retire just as he is really beginning to play,
and on' the other hand he should not go in again if he has the misfortune to
make 0 orr. Sixthly that the.Lower House grounds be abolished, and a system
of Leagues started, which could play instead of House nets on whole School
days as well as on halves; these too would inspire much more keenness than
a Lower or nets. Seventhly.I ask for. some more seats to be purchased,- as
often the grass is "ery damp to lie on, and if dry yet it makes One's clothes
very dirty. I hope my suggestions are not very foolish, but something
must be done as last year we really were not successful.

Yours etc.
'PAVILION '.
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Dear Sir,
Might I suggest that an addition be made to the Sports proO"ramme this

year, in the shape of a House Tug-of-War, " .
Yours truly,

ONE OF THE .HEAVY BRIGADE.

SHERBORNE SOHOOL'S CONNECTION WITH SHERBORNE

FIRE BRIGADE.

There is little doubt but the first organized Fire Brigade in Sherborne
was promised by the School, while the plant was provided by the Parish.
An old Shirburnian, who was in the School i of a century ago, told me
that in his time the reason why the School always turned. out at fires was
because the fire buckets which are of leather were always kept in the
Abbey and the nearest disciplined body to the Abbey were the Scholars.

Now the parish first provided itself with implements to deal with a fire
in the year I584; these implements were .. viii lethern buckets, one long
ladder, one shovell, one pickaxe."

The fire. which the contributor Sltirburniensis, of the Public Schools
Magazine for March I898, regarded as the origin of the custom for the
Sherborne VIth to attendfires, took place within my own memory-I saw
the looking-glass incident: and I know for a fact from a first-hand witness
that i of a century ago the School (not the VIth ol).ly) used to turn out at
fires. I therefore feel little doubt but that the opening sentence of this
note pretty well represents the truth. \V.B.\V.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

\V.B.\V.-The Editor of the' Shirburnian' has personally interviewed
, Shirburniensis' with regard to the point mentioned by this corres
pondent. . Shirburniensis ' informs us that he received this information
from an O.S., and pleads in extenuation of the offence that he not
being in Sherborne at the time of writing the article was without access
to any books of reference, such as the' History of.Sherborne 'and so
forth.

The Editor of the" Shirburnian' feels it only right to apologise to certain
correspondents for the non appearance of their letters. However, about
half a dozen or more mysteriously disappeared from the editorial table;
all our efforts to rpco\'er were unavailing, and as neither a Sherlock
Holmes nor a Bloodhound were forthcoming we have been compelled
to relinquish the search in despair.
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SCHOOL NEWS.
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The following additional honours have been gained since
last term :-

T. C. Rogerson (d) 1st Class, B.C.L., Exeter, Oxford.
H. H. Joy (a) Law Studentship, Trinity-Hall,

Cambridge.
M. S. Douglas Exhibition, Queens', Cambridge.

We beg to congratulate the ",inners of these honours.

The following colours have been given-1st XV., J. G.
Jeudwine (f), G. T. B. Hext (c).

2nd XV., C. A. Radford (b), A. D. Wood, R. W. B.
Langhorne (a), P. C. Staley (a), H. R. Dean (a), S. F. Hawley
Edwards (a), L. H. Ley (a), K. J. Douglas.

The new prefects have been elected, J. C. Johnston (a),
R. J. Adams.

The following left last term :-E. A. Wilson, (a) Captain
of XV., 2nd XL, R. H. M. Park (c), VL, 2nd XV., H. E.
Shaw (f), 2nd XV., G. A. Cooper (j), VI.

Since our last issue we have noticed the birth of a third
son to Mr. Hodgson and beg to congratulate him heartily.

May we also offer our sincerest congratulations to Mr.
King on his recent marriage?

O.S. CHRONICLE.

,c :The following have been playing- football :- '
For Blackheath- C. n DixonandG. M .Carey, (f.)
For Oxford University- G. M. Carey, (/). "
For,St. Thorpas', and Guy's united v. Blackheatb-,-:- " '"
,...." , M.D.Wood, J.F. Cunnirigham,(f).,

ForSt.~arthoI6l11ew's~ '" .. C.A. S.Ridoutarid H.E.
. L;. 'St~rtgei;;keathes(f).. " . "c.c_ cc, ',"
-'1'"i .;;..... _. ;;:' _ ':"}"": ... , ",
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For Harlequins N. Parfridge(d), L. Partridge (c).
For Merton College, Oxford. 1. G. Winch (f).
For Exeter" " A J. Crawford (f).
For University" " A. LeecWarner Ca).
For New " " T. E. Hulbert (f).
For Worcester" " C.Ransford (a) C. Martin (b).
For Queen's " Cambridge A. C. Temperley (a).
For R. M. A. Woolwich A. H. Moberly (a).

G. M. Carey (f) was selected as Reserve for England v.
Ireland and was to play in the South v. North on February
27th, but was unfortunately prevented from appearing by an
injuryto his ankle. We offer him our sympathy for this mis
fortune.

A. J. Crawford (f) won the Hundred and High Jump at
Exeter College Sports.

When the Millenary of Alfred the Great is celebrated in
England in 1901, it is to be hoped that the claim of Sherborne
to consider him her greatest 0.5. will not be overlooked.
It is true that Winchester College also claims a share in his
education, but this claim seems clearly illusory, though at a
town's meeting at Winchester. where, the chair was taken by
the Mayor of Winchester, Mr. Bowker, himself an Old
Shirburnian, it was unanimously resolved to celebrate the
Millenaryof Alfred as a Wykehamist from boyhood onward.
But we should like our Sherborne historian to pulverize this
contention and to publicly support our own claim which is a
better one.

Bentley has published a life of the Rev. Solomon Cresar
Malan by his son the Rev. A. N. Malan, (O.s.)

A Treatise on UniversalAlgebra. by A. N. Whitehead.
0.5., Fellow and Lecturer of Trinity College, Cambridge.
Pitt Press.

We understand that Mr. Whitehead's book covers a wide
rirtgeof s6nieof the mostdifficlllt sllbject~ in the whole. of
advanced 'MathematiCs. Those wlioar~Jcqufiinte~'withMr.
Whitehead's career at Sherborn.e\'anll'Camori'dge will be
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preparedto hear that his work is marked by ability, independence,
and originality. And those who rememember the author's
prowess on the field alike at football and cricket (he was the
last to lead our XI. to victory over Clifton) will n6t be surprised
to learn that his work shows throughout the strong grip of a
man who faces· a difficulty, fights it squarely, and wins.
Probably few men in Cambridge, not to say England, could
have produced such a book. It required an unusual combination
of philosophical and of mathematical interest. The author of
course needed nothing to establish his reputation as a mathe
matician. This book will establish it in quite another line.
The title is perhaps slightly misleading. The catholicity of
the subject being of a kind which will probably not appeal to
the general public. Let us hope that other Shirburnians, past,
present, and to come, may be encouraged by the author's
example to follow in his steps.

(Ed. Sh£rbllrniall.)

T. R. Upcott (O.S.) has been appointed Secretary to the
Government of India, Public \Vorks Department.

\V. E. Lutyens (d) won the mile for L.A.C. v Cambridge
University. Time; 4 mins. 25 sec.

W. Bowring (d) has played for the North at Hockey in the
North v South match, and also for England.

H. J. Bryant has been appointed Assistant House
Physician at Guy's Hospital.

(a.) Schoolhouse, (h.) Blanch's, (c.) Wilson's, (d.) Wildman's
(f) Hodgson's.
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